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About This Content
Learn the technical and non-technical skills required to effectively manage an aircraft in difficult circumstances such as closed
runways and system failures.
Whether sightseeing in a Piper or navigating the Atlantic, the pilot in command is the one in charge when things turn sour.
Developed by a real world airline captain, FS Academy - In Command will arm you with the knowledge and skills you’ll need to
deal with challenging situations and system failures in a realistic way.
These six demanding missions use several different core aircraft in a variety of locations and weather conditions. This pack also
includes a detailed, Ground School component, which guides you through the essential knowledge and techniques essential to
taking command of an aircraft including but not limited to:

The role and responsibility of The Commander
Management of system failures and difficult situations
The decision-making process
Fuel Planning
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Aircraft Loading
Altimetry
Airport Facilities, Lighting and Markings
ICAO Annexes and Airport Codes
Hazardous Weather
Decoding METAR & TAF Weather Reports
And more…
Click the 'View Manual' link on the right hand side of this page to view the comprehensive groundschool manual and learn the
essential skills you will need before tackling the missions (you can print it out for reference during flight).
The skills you will learn from FS Academy - In Command are transferable to almost any aircraft, from a Cherokee or a Jumbo
Jet, the decision-making process is effectively the same.
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Has great potential but the devs have killed it (for me anyway) by having a non removable aiming thing overlaid over the lane.
They say they are going to inrroduce an option to to remove it and I will change my review to positive when they do but until
then I woldn't recomend buying it.. If u had played previous dark souls ( especially 1\/remastered) : Get the game. It serves as a
proper closure to the series and still delivers what makes this series so great . Just go and get it , you will love it .
If u haven't play any soulsborne game : Highly recommend you to play Dark souls 1 \/ Remastered first , if else you will miss
certain references and callbacks to previous lore and locations.
I know dark souls games have a bad rep for being overly difficult . That was the factor that turned me away from this series .
However when i gave it a try , I think the difficulty is perfectly fine.
The game is challenging , without a doubt , but it is designed as such to create a sense of tension. It is similar to how combats in
real life usually turns out : a bad decision in a split second \/ hesitate and distracted in combat would cause death. ( That being
said , the game gives you 2 or 3 chances to act for your survival , "One Hit Kill" usually does not happen. )
The adrenaline rush and the amount of sheer FOCUS you experience throughout the boss fights is one of the two best things this
game offers. This game heavily relies of quick decision making and reflex, If you spend too much time lost in the thoughts of
your tactics or worrying about the consequences of losing the duel , you already lost the fight.
The second best thing this game offers is the sense of accomplishment that none other game could provide. That is the main
appeal of SoulsBorne game , in my opinion. Never had I jumped out of my chair yelling " I WON " and hyperventilate due to
adrenaline even the battle has already settled for 15 minutes , Not until I played this Dark Souls 1 and this game , Dark Souls 3 .
tl;dr : If you like fighting big dudes and overcoming all odds to achieve victory
If you like the thrill of combat where your actions could result in a victory or defeat in the matter of seconds
If you like epic orchestral music and chants cheering you on when you face off against your enemies
Buy This Game .. Just Dont Buy. This game is perhaps the most challenging RTS ever made, and I do not understand how or
why their hasn't been a sequel to it.
The AI can be absolutely vicious.
The fact that you can steal enemy technology and then turn around and use it against them is absolutely fantastic.
There is nothing better than building giant frankenmechs made out of parts from all three corponations and then sending them
to do glorious battle.
If you love siege warfare, this is the game for you.. Fun game. Price is a bit high but overall worth it. Got This game well
knowing what I was getting into so I'll be brief with this for I'm not really a good reviewer.
This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with turn based
combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times consider what you do so
you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter and get♥♥♥♥♥♥♥by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty
good Goro Scares me still
Now the fun part the Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. Great game for an Early Access. If you liked any of the previous games in the MoW series, or RTS' in general (Wargame:
Red Dragon, CoH, etc) then this is practically a must have! Seeing how us poor RTS guys are a dying breed.......
Also - The "Deluxe Edition" sounded pretty \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 @ first.. I've never been one for season passes or
anything. BUT! From what they're promising, and the very modest price increase, this seems like a great deal to me.. No
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complaints. Free DLC, XP increase, other dummm bonuses.

. Matthew, please make some levels of your next iteration impossibly hard. This game is enjoyable challenging, but I think that
level of difficulty may be susceptible to boredom :). introduction:
achievement clicker is an achievement spam game made by hacks who know that people will pay to watch a meaningless
number go up
presentation:
the graphics are bland and there isn't much to look at and sound is inconsiquensial and i just muted it after a few seconds
gameplay:
you click the mouse alot. thats it just download an asuto clicker program and you will be done in about 20 minutes
conclusion:
worthless for anything except achievements. if that means nothing to you avoid this
0/10. I have read a few negative reviews and they do have some good points that never even occurred to me while I was playing.
(I could be wrong if so I apologize) 'Near as I can tell the game lacks the ability to win by TKO or by Cuts so it's no Fight Night
but the game is cheap and if you have a controller then it can be fun. In one of the negative reviews, a guy said that you have to
grind your way to the top and I thought what game don't you have to do that in? You have to win matches earn money and train
in the gym to become champion there are 3 belts in career mode the visuals are great but it lacks when it comes to the boxers
faces and the cuts they really are lacking for a game that is titled REAL boxing. I find it to be an OK game but in my opinion
you should always try a game and take reviews with a grain of salt since Steam has a 14 day 2 hour refund there is no harm in
trying the game for yourself just don't play over 2 hours if you don't like it if you do then, at last, you have a time killer which is
a bit enjoyable to play because who doesn't like a boxing game also remember to turn the blood on in the options. I am going to
give it a thumbs up I wish there was a 3rd option for the question "Do you recommend this game". This is a try before you buy
type of game.
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would be great if the multiplayer actually worked.. great plane. I let this game simmer and cook awhile waiting for updates,
knowing it has awesome potential and could be really good if cared for with some quality of life stuff. The updates are coming
now, and I'm enjoying myself with the undead again. Loving this game. It has style, tactics, variety, and awesome moments.
Keep em coming!. If you like room escape games then you'll like this.
It's not perfect, there are some typo's in the game, some bugs, but it's worth the price of admission nonetheless.. This game has
A LOT of potential...BUT: the balance of the game is realy off.. you need to use almost an entire clip for killing 1 zombie..and
you dont find much ammo for all those zombies.. and this is just on Normal difficulty wich btw. seems to be the lowest
difficulty you have, another annoyance is the item screen the fact that you cant multiply same items in slots except ammo.
having the same possiblilty for save disk and pills would be better... other than that its great game and great atmosphere...
zombies are fast and that really gives the game an better feeling of scaryness... but for now i will probably shelf the game cause
it bothers me that i run out of ammo so easy.... The first few minutes are extremely frustrating, learning to jump through what
the course is going to be, rather than what it is. However, it becomes insanely fun once you get used to it. If you're as Iucky as I
was in finding plenty of friends willing to push through that initial learning curve, you're in for one of the most amazing party
game experiences of your life.
I'm also in love with the whole "Pixar end credits" aesthetic.
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